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Madeline was even more surprised when she heard those words.

She stared at Jeremy’s face carefully, as if to question whether the person in front of her was actually him.

However, from Madeline’s response, Jeremy felt even more remorseful.

He knew that the injuries and damage he inflicted upon her was far too great.

He wondered what he would need to do to make atonement.

Jeremy brought Madeline to the nearest hospital from the mall. After seeing the doctor, he realized that the
doctor was Adam Brown.

Even though Adam went to school with Jeremy previously, he was good friends with Daniel, so Jeremy was a
little wary of him.

“When did you become a psychiatrist?” Jeremy questioned.

Adam had a slight grin and casually took out a card from his drawer. The card said that he was Dr. Adam
Brown, a psychiatrist.

“I just had nothing better to do and did some research and studies. That shouldn’t be a problem, right?”

Jeremy was speechless for a while. He was about to explain Madeline’s condition when Madeline suddenly
said, “Jeremy, can you go outside for a while?”



Her request confused Jeremy a little, but he did not question her and went outside.

As soon as Jeremy went out, Madeline made a straightforward request. “Dr. Brown, I think Jeremy knows
about my illness. If he asks about it later, can you keep it a secret for me?”

Adam was taken aback. When he looked into Madeline’s sincere and clear eyes, he had an inexplicable ache
in his heart.

After a while, the door of the consultation room opened and Madeline looked at Jeremy with a relaxed face.
She told him that she wanted to go to the bathroom and asked Jeremy to wait for her in the parking lot.

When he saw that Madeline kept looking at him, he pretended to turn around and leave. When Madeline

stopped looking at him, Jeremy returned to Adam’s office.

Jeremy told him about Madeline’s condition. After Adam listened to what he had to say, he came to a clear
conclusion. “After preliminary consultation, it’s most likely that she’s suffering from Dissociative Identity

Disorder from trauma. This means that she has cognitive impairment in terms of her identity. Based on what
you told me, it seems that she has two personalities as of now.”

“Two personalities?” Jeremy was surprised, and his heart ached.

Adam narrowed his eyes solemnly. “We still have to continue to observe her situation. From what I can tell,
Madeline’s current memory is still stuck on the day she got sick which was six years ago. When she asked you

to leave just now, she wanted to make sure that I wouldn’t tell you about her illness.”

After he said that, the air became still and quiet.

Jeremy felt as if his heart had stopped.

Tears formed in his eyes instantly.



When Madeline found out that she was sick six years ago, she chose to bear it alone.

At that time, he was indulging Meredith, the demon, who was intent on destroying her already fading body.

At that moment, the fragments of the past seemed to be pieces of broken glass that were dumped into his heart.
The pain of his crushed and mangled heart was so intense that it made it hard for him to breathe.

He waited for Madeline in the parking lot in a daze and pretended that he had never gone back to look for
Adam.

Madeline returned to the car shortly afterward and saw Jeremy standing there waiting for her. She felt that he
was faking it and started to get even more frightened.

Jeremy endured the pain in his heart and opened the car door for Madeline before sending her back to the villa.

The docile and meek Madeline who obeyed his every word made him feel somewhat bittersweet.

Just after arriving at the villa, Jeremy received a call from Eloise.

Jeremy did not hang up that time. He answered the phone and admitted that he had taken Madeline.

Without saying much, he hung up the phone. He then packed up some clothes and drove away, taking
Madeline to the beach of April Hill.

He checked into a room in a small hotel by the beach and brought Madeline in.

Madeline was confused and followed Jeremy into the room. When she felt the warmth of Jeremy’s hand

holding hers, her heart jumped for joy. “Jeremy, why did you suddenly bring me here?”
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